Created by Tina Conard, Warren County Clerk

This is a

Step By Step Guide
that will direct you through the
election day process.
Setting up the polls, starting up the voting
equipment, Opening the polls, during
voting hours, closing the polls and
shutting down the voting equipment.

Please call the Election Office if you
have any problems throughout the
day

309-734-4612
DUTIES and RESPONSIBILITIES of
ELECTION JUDGES
RESPONSIBILITY
The election judges are responsible for the proper and lawful conduct of the election in the polling
place. They serve as officers of the Circuit Court and swear to uphold the Constitution of the
United States and the State of Illinois. Election judges play a vital role in preserving the integrity of
the electoral process.
You are also representing the County Clerk, please be courteous, considerate of voters and fellow
judges, DO NOT use foul language, take your phone conversations out of the room and be careful
what you say.

DUTIES









Open and Close the polling place
Be responsible for all election materials
Ensure that only qualified voters are permitted to vote, and vote once and only once.
Ensure that all votes are cast in secret
Give instructions in the method of voting
Assist illiterate and physically disabled voters
Maintain order in the polling place
Return election results and materials to the counting center

EQUAL AUTHORITY
All election judges have equal responsibility and authority in upholding the law. They act as a
board in making decisions; the majority rules. However, each judge may act alone to enforce
pertinent election law. There is to be no “head” or supervisory judge.

HOURS
Illinois law requires that the polls open at 6:00 a.m. and cease voting and close at 7:00 p.m. Once
the polls are open, there is to be no adjournment or recess until all forms have been completed. In
order to check supplies and set up > all judges should be arrive no later than 5:30 a.m.. After the
polls have closed, all judges shall remain until all the forms, certificates, election results are
completed and all the election materials are packaged for return to the election authority.

REPLACEMENT JUDGE
On election day, if a judge assigned to that precinct fails to appear by 6:15 a.m., one of the
remaining judges should contact the election authority for a replacement. If the election authority

can not provide a replacement judge, the judges present may appoint a replacement judge. The
replacement judge must be a registered voter of the same political affiliation of the missing judge
and may not be a precinct committeeman or a candidate.

Polling Locations OR Voting Centers
PRECINCT
Greenbush

Polling Location
Swan Lake Pavilion
227 140th Str., Avon

Berwick

Fire Station, Berwick

Floyd
Coldbrook

Fire Station, Cameron

Kelly
Spr. Grove-Alexis

Community Center
204 W. Palmer, Alexis

Swan
Point Pleasant

Fire Station, Swan Creek

Roseville 1 & 2

American Legion, Roseville

Lenox

Town Hall
908 150th Ave., Monmouth

Monmouth 1, 2 & 4

Oak Terrace Apts.
200 E. Harlem Ave.

Monmouth 3, 9 & 11

West Central Head Start
321 E. Euclid Ave.

Monmouth 5, 6 & 12

Immanuel Baptist Church
206 N. Sunny Lane

Monmouth 7, 8 & 10

Jamieson Center
325 E. 9th Ave.

Spr. Grove-Gerlaw

Gerlaw Christian Church
948 245th Ave., Gerlaw

Ellison

Fire Station, Smithshire

Tompkins

Hale
Sumner

Town Hall
120 W. Cedar Str., Kirkwood

Fire Station, Little York

REMINDERS
WORKING letter: You will receive a letter from the County Clerk assigning you to a
precinct. IF you receive a letter, you are being asked to work.
PICKING UP SUPPLIES: Please contact those judges that you are scheduled to work
with to make arrangements on who will be picking up supplies. Supplies will be
available for pick-up the Friday, Saturday morning, or Monday before the election.
BOTH voting systems and ballots need to be kept out the cold, heat and humidity, so we
ask that you take them in the house.
Campaign Free Zone - watch for buttons, caps, shirts, stickers and literature.
NO Campaigning 100' from the polling place entrance.

Never turn a voter away, Call the election authority for directions. 734-4612
The voter’s secrecy of their ballot is very important
Watch for “disabled” voters, they may need help. Don’t hesitate to ask them if
they need assistance. REMEMBER if they do need assistance, an affidavit must
be completed and “application to vote” must be marked as such.
RETURN Envelope: 1 set of election result tapes, TSX memory card,
AccuVote memory card, Judges expense sheet, Write-In tally sheet &
Official “Ballot Record” sheets and any VOTED Provisional Ballot
envelopes in clear plastic envelope. The envelope will have a sheet inside
directing what is to be inside the envelope

BRING: This envelope and the sealed container with voted
ballots/canisters/zero report & extra result reports up to the counting center,
everything else goes back in precinct boxes and can be left on first floor of
courthouse

VOTER LISTS
There should be 3 voter lists in your precinct supplies.
You will need these lists to verify voters as they come in to vote.
You can mark change of addresses, change of names, etc on these pages and we will correct them in
the office.
PLEASE place these lists back in the kit case at the end of the day.

1)

ACTIVE/INACTIVE VOTERS - this is the main list you should work from. ACTIVE

A

I

voters will have an
beside their name and INACTIVE voters will have an .
The Ballot Style is also listed beside the voter.
INACTIVE voters are only entitled to an F17 Federal Ballot, unless they can prove that the
address listed is the correct address. May need to refer to the Ballot Entitlement sheet.
2)

CANCELLED VOTERS - These voters were cancelled because of moving out of County or
State or deceased. IF a voter on this list is trying to vote - CALL the election authority
with any questions before turning them away.

3)

ABSENTEE, GRACE PERIOD & EARLY VOTERS - this is a list of voters that have
voted in the County Clerk’s Office. If they are on this list they have already voted and are not
eligible to vote at the polling place. UNLESS it is an “absentee” voter who claims they did
not receive their ballot. The voter will need to complete an affidavit stating they did not
receive their absentee ballot in the mail OR they can surrender the ballot if it was damaged
and complete the affidavit.

REFER to the Ballot Entitlement sheet for a change of
name or change of address.

PROVISIONAL VOTING
There are SIX possible circumstances in which a voter
would be issued a provisional ballot:
1)

The person’s name does not appear on the “Regular” voter
list or any of the other voter lists, from the precinct in which
the person seeks to vote;

2)

The person’s voting status has been “challenged” by an
election judge, a poll watcher, or any legal voter and that
challenge has been sustained by a majority of the election
judges;

3)

A federal or State court order extends the time for closing the
polls, and the person is voting during that extended time;

4)

The voter did not provide I.D. when he/she registered by mail,
and cannot provide I.D. on Election day.

5)

The voter’s name appears on the list of “EARLY” voters, but
voter claims they did not vote early.

6)

The voter received an absentee ballot but did not return the
absentee ballot to the election authority

PROVISIONAL VOTERS
CALL the election authority 734-4612 BEFORE issuing a provisional ballot

PROVISIONAL BALLOTS are not run through the AccuVote tabulator!!!

STEPS FOR ISSUING A Provisional Ballot
1)

Call the election authority before issuing a provisional ballot. 734-4612

2)

Have the voter complete the AFFIDAVIT portion on the Provisional Ballot envelope

3)

A)

Verify that the affidavit is complete and signed

B)

Verify that there is either a social security number, driver’s license number or State
I.D. number

C)

Election judge completes the bottom of the envelope, marking the reason for issuing a
provisional ballot, mark any notes and sign.

Take out the VOTER receipt (inside the Provisional Ballot envelope)
A)

Write the Date of the Election at the top

B)

Election judge completes the bottom of the paper (just like the envelope), with reason
for issuing a provisional ballot, any notes and sign.

4)

Give the voter the receipt, instruct the voter to READ the information on
the side.

5)

Instruct the voter to complete the ballot,
A) fold and insert in the Provisional Ballot envelope and
B) seal and return the SEALED envelope to YOU (the election judge).

6)

Place the sealed PROVISIONAL Ballot Envelope in the clear return envelope
that you will be bringing in with election results

BEFORE

THE POLLS OPEN



1.



5.




6.
7.

Place a marking pen in each booth. (Ballot box judges should check the
booths throughout the day to make sure a pen is in each booth)
Display specimen (sample) ballots.
Display any signs that need to be posted: “Polling Place HERE” signs,
“Handicap Parking” signs, “voting instructions”, etc. All should be in
precinct kits. In multi-precinct locations, only one precinct has the signs.

8.

Securely place “voting instructions” in each voting booth.

Collect any pollwatcher credentials, before polls open or when the
pollwatcher arrives.

2.
Arrange polling place. The arrangement of the polling place should allow
for an orderly flow of voters. The voting booths and the black ballot box
must be placed in the view of the judges at all times. If curtainless booths
are used, the booths should be placed so that the entrance to each booth
faces a wall.

3.
Organize supplies. Applications to vote, pens, voter lists, ballots,
specimen ballots and voting instructions, I VOTED stickers, secrecy
sleeves and “Ballot Entitlement Sheet” ONLY open packages of ballots
as needed. Insert the number of ballots received from the election
authority on the Official Ballot Count Sheet (in the After the Polls Close
envelope).

4.
OPEN the Before the Polls Open envelope and OPEN the During
Voting Hours envelope.
LEAVE the After Polls Close envelope and the Provisional Voting supply envelope
and the F17 (Federal) ballots in case until needed.
Each precinct has colored pens to mark ballots, in multi-precinct locations each
precinct will have a different color. It will help at the end of the night when
separating ballots by precinct.




9.

Compare ballots with specimen (sample) ballots. Make sure you have all
the right ballot styles. Check that the precinct number/name and date of
election are correct. The Ballot Style will be labeled across the top of the
ballot.
EXAMPLE: 007 - Monmouth 6
(007 is the Ballot Style)
008 - Monmouth 3
(008 is the Ballot Style)
Republican Ballots should have a yellow stripe across top.
Democrat Ballots should have a green stripe across top.
Green Party Ballots should have a blue stripe across top.



10.

Sign certification. The judges must all sign the appropriate form
certifying that the ballots are correct.



11.

Administer the Judges Oath. The oath will be attached to the spindle for
Applications to Vote



12.

Become familiar with the Active/Inactive voter list and the
“applications to vote”. The voter list should have the assigned ballot
style.



13.

Set Up the AccuVote tabulator. (See instructions for “Starting up the
AccuVote”)



14.

Set Up the TSX touch screen (See instructions for “TSX Setup”)
The designated TSX judges will do the set-up, run during the day and
tear-down.



15.

Declare the polls OPEN promptly at 6:00 a.m.

IF a problem exists setting up the TSX touch screen system, just leave it set aside and
a TSX helper will be along shortly. Continue voting on the AccuVote tabulator.

IF a problem exists starting up the AccuVote tabulator, ALLOW voters to vote and
have them place their ballots in the side compartment of the ballot box. Those
ballots can be processed at a later time.

STARTING UP the ACCUVOTE TABULATOR
In multi-precinct locations have 1 Democrat and 1 Republican judge
from each precinct participate in the AccuVote setup and possibly a
different set of judges for shutdown of the Accuvote.


1.




2.
3.



4.



5.




6.
7.

If not already done, wheel the black ballot box out next to a power outlet and
convenient for voter traffic
Pull slipcover off and blow/wipe off any dust.
Using black marked key, unlock and open the top lid lock (bottom front lock)
and lift up the lid to the ballot box to verify that all three compartments are
empty.
Close and lock the ballot box.
Using the black marked key, unlock and open front drop door on the top front of
the ballot box.
Remove the AccuVote tabulator from the bag (check the LCD screen to make
sure the tabulator was not accidentally turned on & using battery source)

Slide AccuVote tabulator into the ballot box using the guide rails.
Pull the power cord from the back of the ballot box through the round chute to the
front.

8.
Plug power cord into back of AccuVote tabulator.

9.
Plug power cord into power outlet.

10.
Inspect the security seal on the metal bar across the memory card (front right corner, to
right of “yes”“no” buttons. IF seal is broken contact the election authority.

11.
Using red marked key, unlock and remove printer cover located on the top of the
AccuVote tabulator.

12.
Turn on the AccuVote tabulator ( switch is on back of the tabulator unit.)
The following messages will appear:
ACCUVOTE 2000 RELEASE 1.96.4
***System Test Passed***
Generating Report
Printing Report
Printing Precinct: ***(number or name of precinct)

13.
An “ELECTION ZERO REPORT” will automatically print
(A copy of the “zero report” is on next page)
When the tabulator stops printing, the following messages will appear:
MESSAGE: Need another copy?
ANSWER: NO (push NO button on front of reader)
MESSAGE: POLL #

TOT COUNT

0

DO NOT TEAR “zero report” off!!!!
IF THE ZERO REPORT DOES NOT START PRINTING, CALL THE ELECTION AUTHORITY, BUT
CONTINUE TO BEGIN VOTING AT 6 AM.
HAVE THE VOTER PLACE THEIR BALLOT IN THE
SIDE SLOT AND YOU CAN PROCESS THEM LATER.



14.

Without tearing off the paper, election judges are to sign in the zero report.



15.

Roll up the zero report and lay on paper roll.



16.

Using red marked key, replace printer cover and lock.



17.

Slide the AccuVote tabulator securely back into the ballot box, making sure
tabulator is all the way back.



18.

Using black marked key, close and lock front drop door.

The AccuVote tabulator LCD screen will now read : TOT COUNT:

0

and the system is ready to vote.

REMEMBER: Voting never stops so if there is a
problem have the voters insert their ballots into the side
compartment. Those ballots can be retrieved later and
processed through the tabulator

VOTER
INSTRUCTIONS
for the AccuVote system
REMEMBER: Tell the voter if they have any questions “Ask BEFORE they cast the ballot”
READ instructions at top center of ballot.

Carefully read the directions under each Office.
example:
FOR GOVERNOR

FOR MEMBERS of
COUNTY BOARD

(Vote for One)7

(Vote for Two)7

DARKEN the Oval 
with the felt tip marker provided in voting booth

BE SURE to turn the ballot over, in case there is voting on the back side
For a valid “write-in” DARKEN the Oval  and write candidates name on line provided. (A candidate had
to have filed an “intent to be a write-in candidate” in the County Clerk’s Office in order to be a valid write-in)

When finished voting

Leave pen in booth
Place secrecy cover over ballot, so election judges initials can be read
by ballot box judge.
Lay ballot in AccuVote reader and slide into AccuVote tabulator.
(If ballot is accepted you are done) Return secrecy cover to Election judges.

(If ballot is rejected, re-insert ballot. If rejected again, read the LCD
screen on left side of AccuVote ballot box. May require assistance from
an election judge.)

There will be NO “write-in” line under a ballot race unless
a person files an Intent To Be A Write-In Candidate with the
Election Authority.
ON the TSX touch screen machines: A voter would touch the screen
on the Write-In space in the race they are wanting to vote a writein.
A key board will pop up. The voter will type the name of the
candidate.

VOTER INSTRUCTIONS
for TSX touch screen voting system
REMEMBER: Tell the voter if they have any questions “Ask BEFORE they touch cast
ballot”
The machine will automatically be in “normal text” mode.
For “larger text” touch “larger text”.
The ballot will pop up. At the bottom of the screen it will tell how many pages their ballot is.
(In the larger print, it will be more pages)
Touch the screen on the candidate’s name.
Continue to touch the “Nextº” button.
When all pages have been voted, a ballot summary page will come up. This system will not
allow over-voting, but it will accept an “under-vote” or a blank ballot.
An “under-voted” or “left blank” race will appear in red on the ballot summary page.
The voter can choose to continue and print the ballot
OR To correct the ballot touch
the race and return to that page and re-vote. Once they have re-voted they touch the
“summary” button at bottom of page.
Once the ballot has been proofed and ready to cast, touch the “Print ballot” at the bottom
right of the page. The ballot will begin printing and can be viewed in the printer window. It
will continue to ask to print each page. When all the pages have been printed it will ask the
voter to “cast the ballot”.
Touch the “cast the ballot” button. The ballot will finish printing and scroll up into the
canister.
The screen will read “Your votes have been recorded”.
The voter access card will pop out.
Return the card to the judge

.

BALLOT BOX JUDGE
Checklist of duties
MAKE sure there is pens in the booths.
Make sure there is NO campaign literature in the booths.
G

Stand or sit approximately 2-3' from the ballot box facing toward the approaching voters.

G

Verify that the ballot has been initialed.

G

Advise the voter to remain at the tabulator until the ballot drops into the ballot box.

G

Prevent the next voter from approaching the tabulator while a voter is inserting his/her ballot.

G

IF the ballot is NOT accepted. Have the voter re-insert the ballot, several times if necessary. HAVE
the voter cover his/her ballot with the secrecy cover, look at the LCD screen.

G

REFER to the “over-voted” ballot section or the “under-voted” ballot section for directions

G

DO NOT infringe on the voter’s secrecy of their ballot. Have them cover their ballot BEFORE you
approach them.

G

After the ballot has successfully been deposited, retrieve the secrecy cover from the voter.

G

Using the “Track Your Numbers” sheet, every 2 hours check the LCD screens, on the AccuVote and
the TSX system. Write down the number of TOT COUNT:
And the number of applications to vote.

G

Give the voter an “I

G

Check booths for pens and any campaign materials.

VOTED” sticker.

IF A VOTER SPOILS THE BALLOT:
Fold the ballot, place in “spoiled ballot” envelope. Write ballot style. Place the envelope
in the before 7:00 p.m. envelope.
The voter will be issued another ballot.

RE-INSERTING THE BALLOT
IF the AccuVote tabulator should refuse the ballot,
1) tell the voter to reinsert the ballot again, maybe inserting a different direction, if still refuses
2) tell the voter to READ the LCD screen. It will tell you why the ballot was rejected, whether it
was counted or not, if the ballot was “over-voted”, if the ballot is “under-voted”, if the ballot has
jammed, etc.

The AccuVote tabulator will not count a ballot unless it is accepted.
IF the tabulator rejects the ballot, the LCD screen may read:
“Ballot not read - Please Re-insert”
“Blank Race” , which means the ballot is “under-voted”
“Race Overvote”, which means the ballot is “over-voted”
“Invalid Mark”, which means there may be a mark on the ballot that the
tabulator
is not recognizing.
“Invalid Ballot - See Official”-have the voter try re-inserting the ballot. Maybe try a
different direction (backwards, back side up, etc)
IF the tabulator absolutely just will not accept the ballot, again the LCD screen should say why, then
it may be that the ballot will just have to be “spoiled” and the voter issued a new ballot.
Occasionally, the ballot box may get bogged down with ballots piling up, just shake the ballot box a
little to rearrange the ballots to the bottom of the box.
The ballot box is NOT to be opened at any time during voting hours.
JAMMED BALLOT:
IF the ballot gets jammed in the tabulator, READ the LCD screen,
1) IF the LCD screen reads: “Ballot not counted - Jammed in reader” try to pull the ballot out,
either from the front OR unlock the front drop down door, slide the AccuVote tabulator towards you
and pull the ballot through the back side, maintaining secrecy of ballot. IF the ballot is not too
damaged, try re-inserting the ballot. IF the ballot absolutely will not go through the AccuVote
tabulator the ballot must be “spoiled” and the voter issued a new ballot.
2) IF the LCD screen reads: “Counted Ballot - Jammed in reader” then unlock the front drop
down door, pull the ballot through the back of the AccuVote tabulator and push down into the ballot
box.

OVER-VOTED BALLOT:
IF a voter has “over-voted” they have two choices
1) return the “over-voted” ballot to the election judges and request a new ballot
(the election judges must then “spoil” the original ballot and place in the “Before 7:00 p.m.
envelope” and mark the voter’s application to vote (bottom left corner - 9 spoiled ballot, issued
another) the voter is then issued another ballot. (The AccuVote reader will not count the “over-voted
or spoiled” ballot.)
2)The voter can choose to cast the over-voted ballot, the judge must unlock the drop down door, hold
the “yes” button while the ballot is read through the reader. THE “over-voted” race will not count.

UNDER-VOTED BALLOT:
IF a voter has “under-voted” a VOTE FOR ONE race the ballot will be rejected.
The voter has 2 choices:
1) take ballot back to booth and complete
2) the voter can choose to cast the under-voted ballot, the judge must unlock the drop
down door, hold the “yes” button while the ballot is read through the reader. THE
“under-voted” race will not count.

The voter is not required to complete the ballot.

DO NOT open the ballot box at any time.

Election Judges PROCEDURES
DURING VOTING HOURS
Periodically throughout the day, switch positions with the other judges. All election judges
should know and work each position, including opening the polls and closing the polls and the
paperwork at the end of the voting day.
There is no longer a need to spindle the “applications to vote” by ballot style, BUT in Primary
elections they must be spindled by party.
Number the applications to vote consecutively (1,2,3,etc)
In Primary elections number consecutively on each spindle (R-1,2,3) (D-1,2,3)
i

Ask the voter to state his/her name and address

IF voter is not on any of the Voters lists, ASK the voter if there has been a change of
address? Name change? IF- yes, refer to the ballot entitlement sheet
Did they register to vote? Do they have proof? Are they in the right precinct?
DO NOT allow the voter in question to vote without calling the election authority 734-4612,
BEFORE turning them away
.
i

Find the voter’s “Application to Vote”, have voter sign,
verify address and signature

IF the voter is listed on the “Active” voter list BUT an application to vote is not found,
complete the “yellow” application to vote form, have voter sign. Place this app to vote on the
appropriate spindle.
i

Locate the voter’s name on the Active voters list.

i

Check the absentee/early/grace period voter list.
These voters have voted either in the Clerk’s office or by mail.
See the “absentee” section for directions on surrendering a ballot.

i

In a Primary election, mark the voters party preference.

i

Verify that the judge initialed the “voter signature checked”
box in bottom left corner

i

Verify voters “ballot style” from the Active voter list and the
“application to vote”.

i

Number the “application to vote”.
REMEMBER: DO NOT number or spindle a “provisional voters” application to
vote.

i

Instruct the voter, on the laminated sample ballot, how to vote.

OR ask

them if they would like to vote on the touch screen system.
(The TSX system only allows about 125 votes printed before it runs out of paper. PLEASE
keep an eye on the number of voters. May need to replace paper roll.)

i

Initial the ballot.

i

GIVE voter the ballot and a secrecy sleeve.

Failure to initial the ballot may cause the ballot not to be
counted and, in effect could disenfranchise the voter.

SHOW voter how to cover up ballot when inserting in the ballot box.
IF voter is going to use the TSX voting system, a voter card must be initialized BEFORE the
voter can vote.

IF a voter on the “Active” voter list does not have a pre-printed application to vote, have them
complete the yellow affidavit form.
The voter’s designated Ballot Style is in the top right corner.
During a primary election, mark the application to vote with requested party ballot.
Have the voter verify address and sign the application to vote.
Check and verify signature.
Initial box in bottom left corner.
Mark an X in any of the conditions that may apply to the voter.
Consecutively number the application to vote
Place application to vote on correct spindle.

.

SPOILED BALLOT
If a voter spoils their ballot
i

Mark the ballot “spoiled”

i

Fold and place in spoiled ballot envelope

i

Seal envelope, mark as directed on envelope and place
in larger envelope

i

Mark the voters Application to Vote as such at the
bottom of the application.

Issue voter another ballot. These steps may be repeated as many
times as needed until the voter successfully completes a ballot.
At the end of the voting day, while closing polls - PLACE the sealed
“spoiled” ballots envelope in the box with the sealed voted ballots
that you will bring up to the counting center.

www.votingmatters.com

Help America Vote
Sensitivity to Voters with Disabilities
A Training program for Poll Workers
Volume I
Copyright 2006 – Linda Larsen

There are close to 50,000,000 million Americans with disabilities, it stands to reason that on Election Day some
of them will come to your polling place to vote. It would be understandable for anyone to feel
awkward and uncomfortable when they are in a situation where they are not sure what the rules are. What
they should or should not do or say.
We believe that the more you know what to expect and what to do or say, the more comfortable you will feel.
And the more at ease YOU are, the more relaxed and enjoyable the experience will be for the
voter. And - the more THEY enjoy the process of voting, the greater the odds that they will take full advantage
of every voting opportunity.

The Premise
Treat each and EVERY person who comes through the doors of your polling place
as a valued, important and eagerly awaited, PERSONALLY invited guest of yours.
And that truly means everyone.
Here’s why: there is a huge possibility you’ll receive guests who have hidden disabilities, and unless they tell
you, you won’t know. For instance it may be someone who doesn’t appear to have any
special needs whatsoever but who:
1. Is in severe pain
2. Has a hearing loss – that he doesn’t even know he has!
3. Has low vision
4. Has extreme fatigue
5. Has environmental sensitivities
6. Has cognitive or emotional difficulties
7. Has respiratory restrictions like emphysema
8. Has any number of other physical challenges
The remedy:
Greet each and EVERY person (regardless of whether you think they may or may not have a disability) with a
smile, a “welcome”, and an offer to help with anything they might need. You don’t have to try and figure out
who needs help and who doesn’t. It would also make it much more
comfortable for someone who needs help to accept your offer of assistance. They won’t have to seek you out –
you will find them!

The Golden Phrase
“If there is anything I can assist you with, please let me know. I’m here to help.”
The ARCS Communication Model
In your role as a poll worker, filter every word you speak, every thought you think and every action you take
through this model. The values are:
A = Awareness
R = Respect
CS = Common Sense
General principles of ARCS
1. Treat every person as an intelligent adult – not an incompetent child.
2. Assume people would like to be as independent as possible.
3. Focus on the person – rather than on their disability.
¬
A person (first) with low vision (second)
¬
A woman (first) who is deaf (second)
¬
A man (first) who uses a wheelchair (second)
Do not use:
Cripple
Invalid
Dumb
Mute
Retarded
Handicapped
Wheelchair bound

Remember: It is OK if you make a mistake! As long as you genuinely want to help – people will understand if
you are unsure about what to say or do. You can always say,

The ARCS Model with a voter who is blind or has low vision
Principles:
1. Identify yourself, and as soon as possible, use the person’s name.
2. If appropriate, describe what you are doing as you do it.
3. If you escort them to a different location, offer your arm, do not take theirs.
4. When asking for a signature, hand the voter a pen and place a signature guide at the location for their
signature.
5. Always talk directly to the person, not their companion if they have one.
6. Do not distract, pet or play with a service animal.
7. Do not assume they are helpless.
Simply offer help (as you would to EVERYONE) by using the Golden Phrase: “If there is anything I can assist
you with, please let me know. I’m here to help.”

The ARCS Model with a voter who uses a wheelchair or scooter
Principles:
1. A person’s wheelchair (or scooter) is a very vital part of their “close personal space.” Do not lean on or push
it without their permission.
2. When given permission to push a wheelchair, start out slowly.
3. When speaking to a person in a wheelchair or scooter, whenever possible, stay on eye level with them.
4. Offer assistance by using the Golden Phrase: “If there is anything I can assist you with,
please let me know. I’m here to help.”

Remember: If someone declines your offer of help (regardless of their disability) take them at their word.
Simply reply with, “OK. But if there is anything you need help with here today – just let me know.”
Then smile and return to what you were doing.

The ARCS Model with a person who is deaf or hard of hearing
Principles:
1. Speak directly to the person so they can see your lips. Good eye contact is vital.
2. Speak clearly and evenly. Do not over enunciate or exaggerate your speech. Do not yell.
3. If you are asked to repeat yourself several times, try rephrasing your statement.
4. If you are having difficulty understanding or being understood, write your question or response on a piece of
paper and allow them to write down theirs.
5. Remember to use the Golden Phrase: “If there is anything I can assist you with, please let me know. I’m here
to help.”

The ARCS Model with a person who has hidden disabilities
Simply remember: Make no assumptions about ANYONE who walks through the doors as to what they can or
cannot do. Resist making judgments about how they should or should not behave, and suspend
your preconceived ideas about what is “normal” and what is “abnormal.”

Remember to use the Golden Phrase with EVERYONE you encounter and if there is anyone with a hidden
disability – they will know that they can get help from you if they need it.
“If there is anything I can assist you with, please let me know. I’m here to help.”

On election day, turn up the volume on your Awareness by looking around.
Check to see:
1. Does the sign-in table have plenty of knee clearance for wheelchair users?
2. Are the aisles clear of any obstacles that could block the passage of someone in a wheelchair or scooter?
Chairs? Tables? Plants?
3. Are there chairs available and close by in case someone who is waiting in line needs to sit down, or someone
needs to sit to sign the register?
4. Is there a sign posted at the entry, and other conspicuous places, reminding people that if they need help with
anything, to simply ask for assistance?
5. Do you have buttons or name tags offering assistance to anyone who needs it?
Final thought: On behalf of every single American who enjoys the right to vote, and specifically the millions of
voters with disabilities, thank you very much for your hard work, your caring and your
willingness to serve. With your dedication and sensitivity to the needs of every voter, you truly are making a
tremendous difference in the lives of everyone in your community, your state and your country.

Surrendering an absentee ballot

(10 ILCS 5/17-9) (from Ch. 46, par. 17-9)
Sec. 17-9.
Any person desiring to vote shall give his name and, if
required to do so, his residence to the judges of election, one of whom
shall thereupon announce the same in a loud and distinct tone of voice,
clear, and audible; the judges of elections shall check each
application for ballot against the list of voters registered in that
precinct to whom grace period, absentee, or early ballots have
been issued for that election, which shall be provided by the election
authority and which list shall be available for inspection by
poll-watchers. A voter applying to vote in the precinct on election day
whose name appears on the list as having been issued a grace period,
absentee, or early ballot shall not be permitted to vote in
the precinct, except that a voter to whom an absentee ballot was issued
may vote in the precinct if the voter submits to the election judges
that absentee ballot for cancellation. If the voter is unable to submit
the absentee ballot, it shall be sufficient for the voter to submit to
the election judges (i) a portion of the absentee ballot if the
absentee ballot was torn or mutilated or (ii) an affidavit executed
before the election judges specifying that (A) the voter never received
an absentee ballot or (B) the voter completed and returned an absentee
ballot and was informed that the election authority did not receive
that absentee ballot.

CHALLENGING A PERSON’S RIGHT TO VOTE
WHO MAY CHALLENGE
Any judge of election, a poll watcher or a legal, qualified voter may “challenge” a person’s
right to vote.

REASONS FOR A CHALLENGE
The challenger must state a specific reason for challenging the right of a person to vote. Some
possible reasons are:
the voter no longer resides at the address given
(This could be solved by referring to the “Ballot Entitlement sheet”)
the person attempting to vote is not the same person as registered
the voter has already voted
there is no record that the person is registered

DECIDING A CHALLENGE
The judges of election act as a board in deciding a challenge. A majority of the judges - no one
else - determines whether to sustain or overrule a challenge.
OVERRULING the challenge - if a majority of the judges choose to overrule the challenge the
voter is permitted to vote.
SUSTAINING the challenge - if a majority of the judges choose to sustain the challenge the
voter is then issued a “Provisional Ballot”. Follow the steps for issuing a provisional ballot.

CLOSING

THE

POLLS



1

Make sure door is locked. Remove the Polling Place signs.



2.

Remove any unauthorized persons. The following people are allowed to remain in
the polling place. Election judge assigned to the polling place
Law enforcement officers
Authorized pollwatchers
Representatives of the election authority
Representatives of the State Board of Elections
Representatives of the Attorney Generals Office
Representatives of the State’s Attorneys Office

CHECK auxiliary bin. If ballots are in this bin, they must be ran through the AccuVote
tabulator.
3.

Count “spoiled” ballots and write number on the Official Ballot Count sheet. (#2 on the
sheet) Place the envelopes in the marked envelope for such. Mark the envelope with
number of ballots, sign and seal and seal them with the voted ballots.



4.

OPEN ballot box (from backside) and remove ballots.

IN MULTI-Precinct locations: separate ballots by precinct, BUT seal all the
ballots in one box.


5.

CHECK for any “valid” write-in votes, on both the AccuVote results and the TSX
results print outs. Election Judges would have gotten a Declaration of Intent to be
a Write-In Candidate” sheet when precinct supplies were picked up.



6.

COUNT the number of Provisional Ballot envelopes and write number on #3 of the
Official Ballot Count sheet. DO NOT Open envelopes. These ballots will be
processed at a later time at the election authority office. Bring these ballots to the
counting center in the clear plastic envelope.



8.

To make sure there is no more ballots in ballot box, using “black marked” key,
unlock the bottom front lock and lift top lid to verify ballot box is completely
empty.



9.

Complete the Official Ballot count sheet and sign.



10.

Make sure all papers (with a blue dot sticker) that need to be signed by the judges
and that need to be returned to the election authority are together in the clear
plastic envelope.



11.

Pack all other supplies and materials in the precinct suitcase.
DO NOT THROW ANYTHING AWAY



12.

Place ALL voted ballots (separated by precinct) in one of the cardboard boxes ,
along with a copy of each systems results print-out, any TSX signed canisters, the
Spoiled ballots envelope then sign and seal the box.



13.

Bring the AccuVote memory card (in it’s envelope), the TSX memory card (in it’s
envelope) and the clear plastic envelope with papers (marked with a blue dot) , box
with sealed voted ballots & canisters and any voted Provisional Ballots in to the
counting center.



14.

The AccuVote tabulator, the TSX system and the box of other precinct supplies
can be left on the first floor.

SHUTTING DOWN the ACCUVOTE TABULATOR
Check auxiliary bin before shutting down. If there are ballots in
the auxiliary bin they need to be processed through the tabulator.
A.
B.
C.

D.

E.

Using the black marked key, unlock and open the front drop door on the top front of the
ballot box.
Using the red marked key, unlock and remove printer cover located on the top of the
AccuVote tabulator.
HOLD the “yes” and “no” buttons down at same time while inserting the ENDER CARD
(found in the “after polls close” envelope into the AccuVote tabulator. (THIS WILL
END THE ELECTION and no more ballots can be counted)
The following messages will appear:
GENERATING REPORT
PRINTING REPORT
PRINTING PRECINCT: #
The election precinct totals will automatically begin printing.

F.
When the totals are finished printing, these messages will appear:
Multi precinct POLLING PLACES: The AccuVote tabulator will print each precinct report
then it will ask you.
MESSAGE:
Need another copy?
ANSWER: YES (print 3 copies) so you will need to answer this question a total of
2 more times.
MESSAGE:
Ready to turn unit off?
ANSWER:
YES
MESSAGE:
ELECTION FINISHED - TURN UNIT OFF
(THIS is very important. To turn the tabulator off, otherwise the battery backup kicks in and
will run the battery down.)
G.

Tear off the election precinct totals printouts, Judges must sign, write the “total number
of applications to vote on line provided on the report (just above where the judges sign)
and post 1 copy in the polling location, 1 copy in the voted ballots box, 1 copy in
envelope to be returned to counting center.

H.

Using red marked key, replace and lock printer cover.

I.

Slide the AccuVote tabulator forward, turn AccuVote tabulator OFF, unplug power cord
from AccuVote tabulator. Continue to slide AccuVote tabulator from ballot box and

place in bag with the ON/OFF switch towards the handle end of the bag (again making
sure there is nothing in the LCD screen to indicate the machine is on battery backup)
J.

BREAK the seal to the “memory card”. ONE judge needs to Remove “memory card”
and place in envelope provided in the “results carrier envelope”. DO NOT want too
many people handling the memory card.

K.

Place power cord & keys in bag

SHUTTING DOWN THE TSX Touch Screen System
A.

Insert the red “Supervisor Card” and touch the number “1" six times
and “O.K.”, card will pop out. Remove card.
CHECK the paper roll. Especially in multi-precinct locations. You may need to change the
paper roll.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Pull keypad and headphones and replace in the back of the unit
Unlock the printer cover door and lift open
Touch “End Voting”
“WARNING - Selecting this option will completely end the voting process for this election.
No more votes can be cast after this point. Are you sure you wish to proceed?”
Touch
“YES”
F.
The “Printer Housing” window will pop up again.
Touch “Start Take-Up”. When it’s done spooling, touch “O.K.”
G.
IF the message “Print Write-In Candidates” appears, touch “YES”
Be sure to insert these numbers on the Official Ballot Count Sheet.
H.
IF there is more than 1 precinct at your polling location the message “Print Full Report?”
will appear. Touch “YES”
“Print Long Report?”
Touch “NO”
st
AFTER the 1 report has finished running, tear off at the end and SIGN.
Spool the 1st report into the canister.
Continue with the following: “Need another copy?”
Touch “YES”, because you need 2
more copies. Just let them print and fall onto the floor.
AFTER the 3rd copy has printed
I.
Tear off the “Election Results” printouts. The election judges must sign all 3 copies. 1
copy gets scrolled up in the canister , post 1 copy in the polling location and 1 copy gets
placed in the envelope to return to counting center.
J.

AFTER all 3 copies have printed and torn off, Touch “Shutdown”
“Are you sure you want to shutdown this voting terminal?” Touch “YES”.
is shutting down please wait.” It will automatically shut off.

“The system

REMOVE THE “Memory Card” and place in envelope provided in “results carrier envelope”.
Only 1 judge needs to do this.
Over-handling the memory card could damage the card.

K.
L.

Sign the results print-outs and the canister.
Place the canister and 1 copy of the results in the voted ballots box and seal

M.

Lift the metal plate, push blue lever down. This should cause the paper roll to pop out.
You may need to reach your finger into the left side and push the plastic piece out for the
paper roll to get loose.

N.
O.
P.
Q.

Once the paper roll is out, place metal plate back down.
Reach in and grab the plastic hook with your finger and gently pull towards you.
The printer cover should pop right off.
Close the printer cover door, open the gray door and lock the printer cover. Place to the
side.
Close unit doors. Lay doors down on floor and begin closing legs.
Place unit face down into the suitcase, towards the bottom of the suitcase.

R.
S.

Place the printer cover at the top of the unit, so it’s at the top when the suitcase is
standing.
Place the encoders and the cards inside the suitcase, top zipper compartment.
Place the orange extension cord inside the suitcase, bottom zipper compartment.
T.

Return unit to counting center. Leave on first floor with precinct supplies suitcase.

COMPLETING THE OFFICIAL BALLOT COUNT SHEET
Write the total number of voters (should be the same number as the last application to vote number) at the
top of the page

1.

Is the total number of ballots the precinct received, either when supplies were picked up by
the pick-up judge OR add any additional ballots delivered during the day.

2.

Is the total number of “spoiled” ballots during voting hours (before 7 p.m.)

3.

Is the number of sealed provisional ballots. To be brought into the counting center.

4.

Is the total of Lines 2 & 3.

5.

Is the number of applications to vote” completed and spindled.

6.

Is the total number of ballots cast on the AccuVote tabulator. Get this number from the
“Election Results” report run off of the machine.

7.

Is the total number of ballots cast on the TSX system. Get this number from the
“Election Results” report run off of the machine.

8.

Is the total of line 6 & 7 and should be the same as line 5.

IN odd year consolidated elections Line 7 will be eliminated AND Lines 5 & 6 should be the
same.
Sign and date both copies. Place both copies in the clear carrier envelope provided for Election
results. Place the carbon back in the file jacket and place in precinct supplies box.

Your numbers need to equal.
Keep notes throughout the day if you had problems so that at the end of the night,
your numbers do not equal you can justify why they are not equal.

Odd Year Consolidated Elections

OFFICIAL

BALLOT

COUNT

SHEET

PRECINCT ________________________________________________

We do hereby certify that at the

held in this precinct

a total of __________________ voters requested and received the appropriate ballots.
REFER to the “Step by Step Guide” for help in completing this sheet.

BALLOTS RECEIVED
1.
Number of ballot sheets received from Election Authority

____________

PROCESSING DATA
2.
Number of “spoiled” ballot sheets

____________

3.
4.

Number of sealed voted “Provisional” ballot envelopes
TOTAL of lines 2 & 3

____________
____________

5.

Number of Applications to Vote, spindled

____________

6.

Number of ballots cast on AccuVote tabulator

____________

Lines 5 & 6 should be the same
We certify that the foregoing is a true and correct record of all ballot sheets issued by the Election Authority. The undersigned
served as Judges of Elections in the specified precinct and the polls were opened at 6:00 am and closed at 7:00 pm

___________________________
Election Judge
___________________________
Election Judge
___________________________
Election Judge

____________________________________
Election Judge
____________________________________
Election Judge

Receiving Station
The ballot case has been received and the contents checked.

____________________________________

Deputy Clerk

____________________________________

Deputy Clerk

TIME: __________________

Even Year Primary and General Elections

OFFICIAL

BALLOT

COUNT

SHEET

PRECINCT ________________________________________________

We do hereby certify that at the

held in this precinct

a total of __________________ voters requested and received the appropriate ballots.
REFER to the “Step by Step Guide” for help in completing this sheet.

BALLOTS RECEIVED
1.
Number of ballot sheets received from Election Authority

____________

PROCESSING DATA
2.
Number of “spoiled” ballot sheets

____________

3.
4.

Number of sealed voted “Provisional” ballot envelopes
TOTAL of lines 2 & 3

____________
____________

5.

Number of Applications to Vote, spindled

____________

6.

Number of ballots cast on AccuVote tabulator

____________

7.

Number of ballots cast on TSX system

____________

8.

TOTAL of lines 6 & 7 (should be the same as Line 5)

______________

We certify that the foregoing is a true and correct record of all ballot sheets issued by the Election Authority. The undersigned
served as Judges of Elections in the specified precinct and the polls were opened at 6:00 am and closed at 7:00 pm

___________________________
Election Judge
___________________________
Election Judge
___________________________
Election Judge

____________________________________
Election Judge
____________________________________
Election Judge

Receiving Station
The ballot case has been received and the contents checked.

____________________________________

Deputy Clerk

____________________________________

Deputy Clerk

TIME: __________________

ELECTION RESULTS RETURN
ENVELOPE
Judges of Election
ENCLOSE the following forms in this envelope
and
return this envelope to the counting center.







Signed Election Judge Expense/Time sheet
Completed “Write-In” Tally sheet
Completed “Official Ballot Record”sheet
TSX & AccuVote memory card envelopes
1 set of election results tapes
Any VOTED Provisional Ballots envelope

PRECINCT #

___________________________________
Not ALL Precincts will have this exact list.

PROVISIONAL

BALLOTS

ALL Provisional Ballots should be sealed
in a Provisional Ballot envelope.
The sealed, completed envelopes are then
placed in the clear plastic envelope (with
other required documents) to the counting
center.
The number of Provisional ballots should be
written on the Official Ballot Count Sheet (#3).

